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The EPIC Project and Course aim to capitalise on the dynamic area
of where pop culture, young entrepreneurs, business start-ups and
technology meet. EPIC places Pop Culture at the center of an
innovative and engaging approach to equip young people who are
neither in education, training, or employment (NEETS) with the
entrepreneurial education, skills, tools, and support they need to
develop their own Pop Culture business.

1 EPIC Project and Course Introduction
Enterprise Opportunities in Pop Culture (EPIC) is an EU Erasmus+ project bringing
together project partners and experts from the United Kingdom, Denmark, Ireland,
Malta, Poland, and Croatia. The partners provide a blend of different expertise and
insights into education and how to tackle the problems faced by educators working
primarily in NEETs. This project aims to increase the availability and quality of
entrepreneurship education for young people from all backgrounds to combat the
unacceptably high levels of unemployment which many countries face.
Youth work organizations excel at outreach and skills development, but partner research
shows 76% don’t currently teach entrepreneurship or only do so in a limited way. Young
Enterprise Northern Ireland says “while youth workers understand theoretical concepts,
they lack expertise in how to instill an entrepreneurial mindset in practice and
outcomes are limited by their inability to capitalize on real-time social, cultural and
economic opportunities”.
https://www.epicopportunities.eu/
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The Enterprise Opportunities in Pop Culture (EPIC) project will directly increase the
availability and quality of entrepreneurship education for young people from all
backgrounds by developing resources in the form of the below:
1. Pop Culture Entrepreneurship Resource Pack Aimed at youth educators and
stakeholders, these downloadable documents will explain the value of pop culture
as a medium for inclusive entrepreneurship education and offer practical guidance
on how to understand cultural heritage, raise cultural awareness and develop pop
culture businesses.
2. Digital Tools for Young Entrepreneurs Resource Pack will guide youth educators
and stakeholders on how to make the most of freely available digital and mobile
technology to improve the effectiveness of learning outcomes in non-formal
education programmes for young people.
3. EPIC OPPORTUNITIES for Youth Framework published and disseminated as a set
of Open Education Resources (OERs). The core of our project, this set of integrated
multimedia resources is organized around a curriculum and provides youth
educators with the structure, example learning activities, and suggested content
to deliver a pop culture entrepreneurship development programme and guide
young people to become aware of the cultural heritage around them and develop
innovative and sustainable products and services based on pop culture
opportunities.
4. EPIC OPPORTUNITIES Learning and Knowledge Exchange Platform An interactive
online site optimized for mobile access, providing young people with direct access
to the EPIC OPPORTUNITIES OERs in bite-sized learning chunks and a platform for
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sharing and peer-reviewing entrepreneurial ideas within their own group and with
young people across Europe.
The young people benefiting from the entrepreneurial education will receive high-quality
early-stage entrepreneurship education. They will develop a more entrepreneurial mind
site alongside skills such as spotting opportunities, valuing ideas, planning, and
management. This will consolidate their cultural awareness and identity through an
exploration of pop culture, improve intercultural communication, improving their digital
skills as appropriate for learning. In the short term, this will improve their self-esteem and
skills for employability.

1.1 EPIC Project Aims
As the levels of youth unemployment and social exclusion continue to rise in Europe EPIC
is an exemplary project that encourages and educates young people in entrepreneurship
in fields that are particularly interesting to them as they have an edge and are
innovative. Enterprise Opportunities in Pop Culture (EPIC) and Pop Culture is an innovative
and dynamic way to change young mindsets and facilitate their integration into a possible
entrepreneurial pathway. The outcome of such a project is beneficial to their personal and
professional spaces and social networks. Projects like EPIC transform young people's lives
from a practical perspective that is suited to particular NEET needs without the
intervention of typical formal education. The result is young individuals, wider society, and
economies are transformed autonomously, now navigated by the young people
themselves. They get the education and capability to drive their potential initiative forward
practically and realistically.
Enterprise Opportunities in Pop Culture (EPIC) has three specific objectives:
1. Explain what pop culture is, how it relates to the wider field of cultural heritage,
and the types of business opportunities it offers
2. Illustrate the value using of pop culture entrepreneurship as a particular means to
aiding young people’s personal and professional development, in particular with a
focus on educational and social inclusion
3. Motivate youth workers and stakeholders with practical guidance on how to
introduce pop culture entrepreneurship education into their organizations
4. Educate, upskill and inform young people about entrepreneurship opportunities
in Pop Culture
Our suite of learning resources is designed to increase the number of disadvantaged young
people who, benefiting from high-quality entrepreneurship education will develop their
entrepreneurial skills. This will encourage them to develop, market, and manage their
enterprise using opportunities provided by pop culture! The learning resources are;
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1. Integrated with multimedia resources and non-formal learning activities
2. Case studies that exemplify different aspects of youth entrepreneurship using pop
culture
3. A dedicated Trainers Guide
4. Multilingual Course available in English, Croatian, Polish, and Italian

“Pop culture and entertainment
can be dismissed as surface,
but it’s not. It’s the language we
all speak, and it’s the
connection point between
people all over the world’
Bozoma Saint John

1.2 EPIC Target Groups
The project is designed to be delivered by Youth Workers and Youth Educators in
Community Based Youth Work Organisations and Enterprise Development Agencies.
End-users of the course are young people especially NEETS* – this is important to
remember when we look at the pitch and tone of the course content and learning materials
*NEETS Not in Education, Employment, or Training
• Professional educators and trainers in NEETs were trained in EPICs Open
Educational Resources (OERs)
• EPIC’s primary target audience young people engaged directly with the online
platform and OER with other young people across Europe in partner countries
through an EPIC live event. The target audience interacted with each other learned
from each other and accessed the resources with added impact from key speakers
and market leaders.
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• Representatives of stakeholder organizations participated in the development
and integration of the project to achieve wider economic development initiatives,
they also attended multiplier events.
Click to access the EPIC Digital Skills Resource Pack also available in Polish, Croatian, and
Italian.

1.3 EPIC Expected Impacts
As an immediate impact of engaging with the materials and resources which will be
created through this project, youth educators will be equipped with the resources and
skills to effectively teach entrepreneurship, while utilising pop culture as a tool. This will
lead to a huge improvement in the quantity and quality of entrepreneurship training which
www.epicopportunites.eu

is on offer to disadvantaged young people.
Another impact of this project will be to improve the professional development of these
youth workers, they will acquire new competencies, gain knowledge of emerging models of
entrepreneurship education and develop new skills in non-formal education to help them
better work with young people from disadvantaged backgrounds.

1.4 The EPIC Course Was Developed by;
The course was developed by experts from organisations who are passionate about
educating young people who are neither in education, training, or employment. Who are
often forgotten about in the socio-economic ladder and have huge potential in becoming
entrepreneurs with the right resources, education, and support. EPIC’s partners designed
and created this new and inspiring curriculum to contribute to the progression and
prosperity of young people in their professional and personal lives via becoming
entrepreneurs in Pop Culture. By creating the EPIC curriculum and delivering it across
Europe we have already started to integrate and create dedicated educational EPIC
programs, this demonstrates that responsive education strategies can make a significant
difference.
Click to view EPIC Course Resources which includes 5 Modules and 9 Sections – also
available in Polish, Croatian, and Italian.
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The partners who provided input in the development of the EPIC course.
Banbridge
District
Enterprise

Banbridge District Enterprise support the development of
business and enterprise through collaborative partnership
approaches between public, private and voluntary sectors.

Northern Ireland
Momentum
[educate+innovate]
Ireland

VisMedNet
Malta

DURA
Development
Agency
Croatia

EUEI
European
E-learning
Institute
Denmark

Momentum is one of Ireland’s leading entrepreneurship
specialists. Although competent in all aspects of training,
they especially employ a rigorous approach to curriculum
development, authoring tools, and creative content
generation.
VisMedNet is an association of professionals from a number
of sectors who have come together to create a platform for
opportunity for its members and for others who enjoy the
fruits of its work. In operation since 2012 VisMedNet has
become a household name in the areas of education, training
and career development in Malta, Europe and in other parts
of the world where VisMedNet has networks, partnerships
and friendships.
DURA assists innovators and young entrepreneurs in the
implementation and commercialization of their innovations
and entrepreneurial projects. Dura specialise in education to
strengthen capacities important for local development
particularly for the unemployed, young people,
entrepreneurs, craftsmen, people with special needs and civil
society organizations.
European E-learning Institute (EUEI) specialises in the
creation of powerful online platforms, immersive educational
environments and provision of resources and tools to create
truly valuable learning experiences. As an organisation, EUEI
places tremendous worth on the informal and flexible nature
of continuing education and crafting flexible, online learning
courses for those wishing to improve themselves and stay
ahead in their careers and in business.
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University of
Humanities and
Economics in
Lodz
Poland

Journey Free
Northern Ireland

Lodz is a university who prides itself in educating creative
attitudes of those interested in developing their personal and
entrepreneurial potential. They strive to educate a
community of creative people and equip them the
knowledge and skills to become valued professionals in their
chosen fields.
Journey Free strive to support and enrich the lives of each
person they come in contact with through a process called
exploring your way! This means their goal is to respond to
the individual needs or the collective goals of young people
to ensure their environment is both beneficial and relevant
to a young person’s specific journey. Journey Free engage in
the process of actively exploring leads to discover how young
people can overcome their fears and stretch themselves to
new experiences reaching their personal and professional
potential.

1.5 Overall Learning Objectives
As this is the first of its kind Curriculum each learner will benefit from the learning goals,
examples of pedagogic strategies, case studies, and teaching materials.
• The objective of the course and the learnings is to improve the capacity of NEETs
educators, trainers, and other educators to deliver transformational
entrepreneurship course content to young people in Pop Culture leaving a longterm legacy.
• Learners will learn tailored information responding to local education and skills
www.epicopportunites.eu

gaps that have become evident from our stakeholder engagements. As a result,
learners will become competent in entrepreneurship skills tailored to Pop Culture.
• The course will meet the learning needs of NEETs and disadvantaged social
sectors and regions by providing best practice and locally configured flexible
learning pathways.
• Concrete examples in the Modules provide an innovative high-quality edge to
the course benchmarked against existing innovative best practices to demonstrate
what works and how it works.
• For all the stakeholders involved in delivering the course, they will benefit by
improving access and understanding to quality supportive information from the
entrepreneurship education ecosystem for young people who are NEETs
• For learners, the impact will be immense as they now have access to highly
relevant and pioneering entrepreneurship skills in Pop Culture that will transform
the way their lives and the businesses they now have the opportunity to develop.
• Educators, leaders, and teachers will be better able to use entrepreneurship
teaching techniques to more effectively promote their specialist role to young
people and better reflect the levels of innovation in their region as well as having
greater capacity and understanding to take that new knowledge to new cohorts of
potential young entrepreneurs.
• The concrete examples in the course are innovative, successful, and high-quality
learnings provided through robust delivery modules making the course responsive
to individual and regional needs.

1.6 Who Can Deliver the EPIC Course?
The course is designed to be delivered by leaders, educators, and trainers in NEETs using
an innovative teaching approach so that they can easily adapt the EPIC training Modules,
materials, resources to deliver high-quality high participation content which has been
developed, tested, and reviewed in Poland, Malta, Dubrovnik, UK, Northern Ireland,
Denmark, and Ireland. The other intended users of the course are enterprise centers,
incubators, young entrepreneurs, and wider stakeholders. An innovative approach is also
the process of making lives better while Innovative Teaching is the process of making
teaching and learning experiences better. There are many reasons why Innovative Teaching
is required today – some of these are:
• Our society today needs people who are flexible, creative, and proactive – people
who can solve problems, make decisions, think critically, communicate ideas
effectively and work efficiently within teams and groups
• Technological and pedagogical advances are changing the way we learn and
www.epicopportunites.eu

consume knowledge
In the context of the project, there are a few key areas of Innovative Teaching that
particularly interesting:
• The trend for a course to incorporate more social learning, more active learning,
and more real-world assessments
• The collaboration angle on all fronts from faculty members working with
colleagues and instructional designers to develop courses collaboratively to
learners utilising the power of peer connections
• The shift towards optimized class time – which is seeing an increasing percentage
of formal instruction now taking place online with a view to web-enhanced and
blended classes soon expected to become the norm.
EPIC provides all the necessary resources and materials to successfully deliver the course
in several settings and formats, see Section 3 for course delivery options.

2 GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR EDUCATORS
2.1

Methodological Approach

The Curriculum and corresponding Course Materials provide educators with practical
knowledge, skills, and resources to help them ensure their students are educated in
starting a Pop Culture business. The Curriculum recognises that educators and young
people lack clarity and understanding of how to start a business start-up particularly
when they are not in employment, education, or training. With regard to this task and it
offers a clear, concise methodical approach empowering NEETs leaders and educators to
educate young people to be able to start their own business from where they are in life.

2.2

General Instructions

Please read this guide thoroughly before conducting the training. For classroom,
flipped or blended delivery please:
• Download, review and revise course resources for the training as necessary
• Allow adequate training time for sessions
• Localise training content with case studies and information on local supports for
entrepreneurial students
• Ensure that each participant utilises the EPIC downloads from and completes
exercises embedded in each Module– these provide valuable learning
• Spend time for review during the training course
www.epicopportunites.eu

2.3

Instructional Approach

The Curriculum and Course Materials have been designed to accommodate a range of
teaching styles and cultures. As a common thread, each module is presented with the
following design:
a) Topics are introduced in a simple, concise way
b) Information and current best practice on the topics are presented, moving from
general definitions to more detailed applications, enabling the scope of the topic
to be understood.
c) Knowledge is reinforced, and skills are developed as students participate in
practical exercises or study questions.

3 EPIC Course Delivery Options
3.1

Traditional Classroom Training

Classroom training remains one of the most popular training techniques for building
skills capacity. Typically, it is instructor-centered face-to-face training that takes place in
a fixed time and place. EPIC resources and the online course suggests using the
additional resources provided and use in the following ways.
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Classroom Tool

Suggested Use in the
Classroom

PowerPoint©
presentation

Training materials are
developed in PowerPoint. We
suggest that these will be
displayed on a large screen for
classroom delivery.

Videos

Videos are used to explain
certain sections of the training
content and to present case
studies for discussion.

Whiteboard

Invite learners to write on the
board or ask for feedback that
you write on the board

Additional
Resources
Required
Laptop/Computer
Projector
Large Screen
Audio/sound
system

Pens and so on

Suggested delivery mechanisms:
•

•
•

•

3.2

Small group discussions. Break the students down into small groups and give them
case studies and Pop Culture entrepreneurial situations to discuss or solve. This is
allowing for knowledge transfer between learners.
Q & A sessions. Informal question-and-answer sessions are most effective with
small groups and for learning something new and updating existing knowledge.
Multimedia. Multimedia training materials tend to be more provocative and
challenging and, therefore, more stimulating to the student’s mind. Educators
should ensure that these are used to their full potential.
Interactive tools. The engagement of students can be easily achieved by using
interactive tools. An example of a free tool is Kahoot! which is a game-based
learning and trivia platform used in classrooms, offices, and social settings. You can
compile a quiz, which can be answered by the learners on their
phones/tablets/computers. It is possible to get immediate feedback and results.

Online Learning

This delivery method uses Internet technologies embedded in the EPIC learning
platform www.epicopportunites.eu to deliver a broad array of solutions to enable
learning. The EPIC course is provided as an online learning programme for direct access
by all stakeholders including NEETs educators and trainers and others interested in
acquiring new skills to either 1) support those who do not currently have and need
resources in entrepreneurship or upskilling or 2) would like to enhance and update an
www.epicopportunites.eu

existing educational program in the same field that is already in place
The online learning facility incorporates best practices in online learning so that while
the learning objective remains the same (or similar) the user interface and experience
can be radically different as befits the medium. The first step is to join our online social
media community and knowledge exchange platform of educators, teachers, trainers,
and advocates of socially disadvantaged young people.

3.3

Other teaching methodologies

• Flipped Classroom
In a Flipped Classroom learners study module content before class with a focus on
exercises and assignments in class. The classroom transfer of knowledge makes way for
online instruction outside the classroom. This creates more room for practicing in class,
for an extra explanation when needed, and offers the possibility to dive deeper into the
materials during school hours.
• Blended Learning
Blended Learning combines online digital media with traditional classroom methods. It
requires the physical presence of both teacher and student, with some element of
student control over time, place, path, or pace. Learners still attend a classroom setting
with a teacher present, face-to-face classroom practices are combined with computermediated activities regarding content and delivery. Blended learning is most used in
professional development and training settings.
• Collaborative/Peer to Peer Learning
Collaborative learning is an educational approach to teaching and learning that involves
groups of learners working together. Examples of boosting collaborative and peer-topeer learning are:
• Peer review
Peers in the classroom are brought together to jointly evaluate the work by one or more
people of similar competence to the producers of the work. Peers not only assess the
performance of each other but also share their experience and know-how.
• Google Docs
This online collaboration tool facilitates the creation of meaningful documents. All group
members can work at the same time (real-time) in the same document, from any
location from various devices. Changes are automatically saved in documents as being
typed upon. It is possible to monitor the revision history of a document where you also
can see who made a specific change. The value of Google Docs as a learning resource in
that group members can also share documents, chat, and comment on the same.
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4 EPIC Modules
4.1

Modules

The Curriculum comprises five modules structured as a journey through the key Pop
Culture and entrepreneurial start-up topics.
MODULE 1
MODULE 2
MODULE 3
MODULE 4
MODULE 5

4.2

What is Pop Culture? The opportunities for youth entrepreneurs!
Taking the Initiative (Parts 1, 2, 3)
Developing a Business Idea (Parts 1, 2)
Resourcing Your Idea
Marketing Your Idea (Parts 1, 2)

A visual summary of course and module content

EPIC recommends that the ideal and most comprehensive approach is to follow the
course sequence as laid out. However, course designers have been careful to allow for
the interdependence of topics meaning the order can be adjusted or modules can be
accessed independently. See on the next page our Course Module by Module with
information on the content and topics covered.

“In training programmes there should be a focus on
developing entrepreneurial mind-sets, which means
changing attitudes. The knowledge required to be an
entrepreneur is not only related to professional practice in
running a business, but also to skills and attitudes, and to
metaqualities (for example to reflect on self-knowledge)”
Supporting Youth in Entrepreneurship - OECD

www.epicopportunites.eu
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Module 1

Introduction

What is pop culture – the opportunities for youth
entrepreneurs!
Every day young people engage and interact with pop culture.
On Spotify they listen to the latest track by their favourite
music artist, on TV, they catch up on the latest episode of
“Keeping up with the Kardashians”, on YouTube they watch the
latest viral video sensation, and on their XBOX, they create
teams and battle to stay alive in the latest games.
In this Module, you will learn how Pop culture is a fast-moving
global phenomenon and has many opportunities for young
people to learn and grow. In this Module, you will explore what
pop culture is and how it relates to opportunities for youth
entrepreneurship.
1. Introduction to Pop Culture Globalisation, Technology and
Opportunities, Getting Started

Topics Covered

2. Key Trends in Pop Culture Entrepreneurship Blogging, Cultural
Platforms, Storytelling, Gaming, Esports, Music, Dance, Arts,
and Merchandising….
3. Characteristics and Key Traits of Entrepreneurs Also What is
Your Passion? How to Get Inspired?

Learning Outcomes

• Understand what pop culture and pop culture
www.epicopportunites.eu

entrepreneurship is
• Identify some key trends in pop culture entrepreneurship
• Recognise key entrepreneurial skills
•

Move on to “take the initiative” and begin to develop their
ideas

• Explore Pop Culture
• Find Your Passion
Exercises

• Find Who Inspires you in Pop Culture
• Pop Culture Research Exercise
• The Rewards of Starting Your Own Business

Module 2

Taking the Initiative
Identifying and Researching a Pop Culture Business Idea
Coming up with a great business idea is one of the hardest parts
of starting a new business

Introduction

But young people today are lucky as pop culture offers so many
great entrepreneurship opportunities as well as ready-made
target audiences waiting to be tapped into
In this module, we will take our young learners through some
idea generation processes to help them uncover some new pop
www.epicopportunites.eu

culture products and services.
Great businesses come from great business ideas. After taking
this module, you will not only have the basis for your pop
culture-inspired business, but a way to test it and trial it to see if
it works!

Module 2 (Part 1)
1. Introduction to Idea Generation Top Tips in Idea Generation,
7 Pop Culture Business Ideas with Case Studies

Topics Covered

2. Idea Generation Techniques to Come Up with New Pop
Culture Business Ideas How to find the right Pop Culture
Business Idea for you (products vs services, spotlight on
passions, geographical opportunities, pop culture
entrepreneurship trends, and more)
3. Spotlight on Pop Culture Entrepreneurship Opportunities in
Regions case studies of young people who have started
flourishing pop culture businesses
• You will be guided through the process of finding a great
business idea that you can turn into a successful, profitable,
and valuable business

Learning Outcomes

• To generate your ideas you will be presented with existing Pop
Culture businesses
•

You will learn all you need to know about designing a Pop
Culture business for a specific target market

• Watch and Learn How Weirdo Ellie Markets Her Online Pop
Culture Business.
• Read How Weirdo Ellie Set Up Her Business using Instagram,
Facebook, YouTube and working with Pop Culture Publications
• Pop Culture Enterprise Possibility Viability Checklist
Exercises

• Start Using One of the Four EPIC Idea Generation Tools; The
Scamper Tool, The Question Tool, The Involve Tool, and The
Mind Map Tool
• Find and Invite a Pop Culture Entrepreneur to Your Center
• Next Step in Idea Generation – Watch and Learn How Others
did it!
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• Create Your Own Local Pop Culture Tour

Module 2 (Part 2)

Topics Covered

4. Designing a Pop Culture Business for a Specific Market Define
and Analyse Your Target Market
5. Starting Your Pop Culture Business on A Shoe String 16 Pop
Up Shop Ideas, Getting an Office Space, Bookkeeping, PR,
Conducting Webinars…
• Part 2 of Module 2 will bring you through different techniques
and tools you can use to generate your business idea in using
both group and individual scenarios

Learning Outcomes

• You will be able to design your business for a specific target
market
•

You will learn about all the different ways you can start your
business on a shoe-string from support networks, online
resources, sourcing your office to selling your Pop Culture idea
either online or in your retail shop

• Discover Your Pop Culture Buyer Persona
• Find Out Who Your Target Audience Is
Exercises

• Build a Survey for Both Your Idea and Current Customers
• Set Up Your Own Pop Up Shop
• How To Advertise On Yelp
• First Steps to Start A Business on a Shoestring

Module 2 (Part 3)
Topics Covered

6. Testing Your Pop Culture Business Idea on a Small Scale: Test
Marketing, Surveys, Prototypes, Creating an Online Stall...
7. Designing a Pop Culture Business for a Specific Market Time
to Reassess by Responding to 11 Key Considerations
Now that you have your idea in place the next step is to test it
on real customers in real scenarios. In Part 3 of Module 2…

Learning Outcomes

• You will learn the importance of testing and how to test your
idea on a small scale that doesn’t involve a lot of funding or
resources.
•

Before taking your final step on starting your Pop Culture
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business you will learn how to evaluate your business idea and
prove if it is worth continuing, needs fine-tuning, or if it is a
bad idea
• Testing Your Target Market by Setting Up a One Page Website
Exercises

• Create a Quick Online Store
• Question Checklist to Ask Before Taking the Next Step

Module 3

Developing Your Idea:
How to Write a Business Plan
As entrepreneurship educators, we understand that the bedrock
of a strong business is a solid business plan
The challenge when delivering entrepreneurship training to
young people and NEETs is to try and make this important topic
interesting and engaging

Introduction

In this module, we explore new and innovative ways for young
people to develop and present a business plan
When you are building a house and you want to build it to be
strong and solid, you start with good foundations and you use a
design/plan to guide the process
When you are building a business, this is also true
EPIC Module 2, helped you come up with a great business idea,
now in Module 3 we will look at ways to build a business around
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that idea and lay a strong foundation for your future venture

Module 3 (Part 1)
1. Checklist to See If Your Business Idea Viable
2. The Key Ingredients to a Successful Business
3. What is a Business Plan and Why do You Need One?
4. New and Innovative Types of Business Plans
5. Top Tips to Create a Killer Business Plan
Topics Covered

6. What are Unique Selling Points? How to Develop your USP’s
for Your New Pop Culture Business
7. Collaborating for Business Success – Why You Don’t Need to
be a Solopreneur!
8. Case Studies – Spotlight on the USP’s of 3 Pop Culture
Businesses
9. Business Plan Content
• You will be able to check if your business idea is viable
• You will find out the key ingredients to successful pop culture
businesses
• You will know what a business plan is and what it is used for
• You will discover new types of business plans

Learning Outcomes

• You will be able to create a killer business plan
• Learn about USP’s and how to develop your own
• You will be able to understand the benefits of collaboration
• You will see examples of young entrepreneurs starting pop
culture businesses
•

Exercises

You will understand the content required to complete a
business plan

• Business Plan Brain Storming Questions
• Identifying Pop Culture Customers
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Module 3 (Part 2)
10.Operations and legal issues
Topics Covered

11.Knowing Your Financials – How To Cost, Predict Sales, and Plan
a Budget For Your New Business
12.Funding and support for young people
• You will be aware of the legal requirements in running a
business

Learning Outcomes

• You will understand the financials
• You will be able to take a business idea and develop it into a
business plan
• You will find out about support available when starting up
• The Spaghetti Tower Exercise

Exercises

• Video Spotlight on Collaboration
• Develop Your USP
• Further Reading from 33 Pop Culture Characters
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Module 4

Resourcing Your Idea
How to Get the Support You Need
While many businesses can be started on a shoestring, it is
almost impossible to start a business with zero budget
In this module, we work to help our learners uncover what
funds and resources they need to start their businesses and
how they will raise those funds

Introduction

As well as finances, we look at the topic of IP and the
implications that have for businesses based on popular culture
brands, genres, and themes
You’ve got a great pop culture-inspired business idea
You have a business plan and vision, now you need resources
to get your business off the ground – this is where EPIC Module
4 comes in
From crowdfunding to IP, you will get to know the fine print of
starting a pop culture-inspired business
1. Resourcing Your Business Idea What You Need to Get Started!

Topics Covered

2. Financing Your Business Idea Spotlight on Crowdfunding and
Why it Works for Pop Culture-Inspired Business
3. Other Funding Sources For Your Business and Pitching Your
Business Idea Investors, Bootstrapping, Seed Funding...
4. Introduction to Intellectual Property (IP) Why it is Important
www.epicopportunites.eu

for Pop Culture-Inspired Businesses
5. Individual Business or Working with Others
6. Signposting Linking in with Business Support Organisations
and Experts in Your Region
• You will be guided through the process of resourcing your
business idea
• You will learn all you need to know about the benefits of
Crowdfunding

Learning Outcomes

• You will be introduced to other potential funding sources like
aside Crowdfunding
• You will learn useful facts about Intellectual Property
• You will learn the differences, as well as advantages and
disadvantages of working individually and working within a
team
•

Through examples from Project partner’s countries, you will
learn where to search for support

• Get To Know Your Entrepreneur Qualities and Characteristics
Exercises

• Develop a Crowd Funding Platform
• Create Your Elevator Pitch
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Module 5

Marketing Your Idea:
Online and Social Media Marketing for Pop
Culture Businesses
Having a good business idea and plan is not enough
For our learners to succeed in enterprise, they need to stand out
in a crowded marketplace
In this module, we teach them the difference between sales and
marketing and introduce some proven tactics they can use to
nurture and grow their new businesses

Introduction

By now, you have a great business idea, a business plan in place
with an idea for what resources and funds your need to get
started
The next thing you need to think about is the fun stuff – sales
and marketing and telling the world about your new business
When it comes to pop culture-inspired businesses, there are
some great tactics you can use
Module 5 introduces you to online, guerilla, and viral marketing
to get your new business off the ground!

Module 5 (Part 1)
Topics Covered

1. Relationship Between Sales and Marketing
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2. Building a Brand that is Inspired by Pop Culture
3. Developing Your Brand
4. Know your Customers: What Motivates Them?
5. Online Marketing: How You Can Use it to Reach Your Target
Audience
6. Guerilla Marketing
• You will learn the difference between sales and marketing and
get an introduction to some proven tactics you can use to
nurture and grow your Pop Culture business.
• You will understand what is involved in building a Pop Culture
brand: coming up with a great brand name, communicating
through storytelling, building trust, credibility, and reputation.
Learning Outcomes

• Who are your customers? The necessity of market research
and understanding your target audience.
• You will learn about different digital marketing channels and
online tools.
•

Get to know unconventional marketing tactics and creative
methods for building your brand awareness.

• Sales Funnel
• Understanding Branding
• The Three C’s
Exercises

• The Four P’s, Brand Positioning and Brand Credibility
• Understanding Personas
• Online Marketing Activities and Channels
• Breaking Down Guerilla Campaigns

Module 3 (Part 2)
7. Viral Marketing Campaigns
Topics Covered

8. Spotlight on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Email Marketing
9. Got a Product to Sell? 5 Things You Should Know About Online
Sales

Learning Outcomes

• Understand viral marketing and how it encourages your
customers to share information about your brand.
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• You will learn about managing your marketing through social
media platforms.
• Where to start with your strategy? The tips and tricks to start
marketing your Pop Culture brand.
Exercises

• Viral Campaigns Exercise

4 Useful Links
EPIC Website
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Entrepreneurs Digital Resource Pack will guide youth
educators and stakeholders on how to make the most of
freely available digital and mobile technology to improve
the effectiveness of learning outcomes in non-formal
education programmes for young people. The resource
pack provides a presentation of 20 highly usable
resources, and offers concise, actionable information
EPIC Digital Resource Pack about their pedagogic contribution, allowing a
trainer/lecturer to quickly review, choose those of most
interest, then learn quickly and implement. Digital tools
for students and youth entrepreneurs are free or lowcost, popular, and widely used to develop passions,
promote enterprises or events, collaborate, communicate
messages that are consistent and clear.
EPIC Digital Resource Pack Click Here

Pop Culture
Entrepreneurship
Resource Pack

This pack is designed to help educators explore the everevolving world of pop culture and to raise awareness of
the many new opportunities for pop culture businesses.
This download supports the EPIC modules by giving you
some background concepts and ways into this world of
pop culture entrepreneurship. It has links to lots of
accessible, online resources for you to follow as you
introduce this dynamic world into your work.
In the resource pack you will find:
• An overview of some key features of pop culture
• A background in combining youth work and
entrepreneurial training
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• Examples of pop culture entrepreneurial opportunities
in some key sectors
• Regional opportunities and business support
• Some practical learning activities
EPIC Resource Pack Click Here
A suite of learning resources designed to increase the
number of disadvantaged young people who, benefiting
from high-quality entrepreneurship education will
develop their entrepreneurial skills. This will encourage
them to develop, market, and manage their enterprise
using opportunities provided by pop culture!
MODULE 1 What is Pop Culture: The Opportunities for
Youth Entrepreneurs
MODULE 2 Taking the Initiative: Identifying and
Researching a Pop Culture Business Idea
EPIC OPPORTUNITIES for
MODULE 3 Developing Your Idea: How to Write a
Youth Framework /Course
Business Plan
MODULE 4 Resourcing Your Idea: How to Get the
Support You Need
MODULE 5 Marketing Your Idea: Online and Social
Media Marketing for Pop Culture Businesses
EPIC Course click here
Multilingual Versions also available in Croatian, Polish,
and Italian

Facebook

@EPICyouthopportunities
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5 Sample EPIC Training Timetable
Day

Training Content Table

Day 1

09.00 – 15:00 Module 1 What is Pop Culture?

Day 2

09.00 – 15.00 Module 2 Taking the Initiative (Part 1)

Day 3

09.00 – 15.00 Module 2 Taking the Initiative (Part 2)

Day 4

09.00 – 15.00 Module 2 Taking the Initiative (Part 3)

Day 5

09.00 – 15.00 Module 3 Developing a Business Idea (Part 1)

Day 6

09.00 – 15.00 Module 3 Developing a Business Idea (Part 2)

Day 7

09.00 – 15.00 Module 4 Resourcing Your Idea

Day 8

09.00 – 15.00 Module 5 Marketing Your Idea (Part 1)

Day 9

09.00 – 15.00 Module 5 Marketing Your Idea (Part 2)

It is recommended to keep the days maximum the length indicated in the table above.
You may need extra time per section but 6 hours is recommended at a minimum for
each. Since the learning materials are quite intense and new to the teachers and
learners, it is recommended to spread the information across multiple days. For the
best processing, you can choose to spread the days across weeks, so for example one
day per week.
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